
 

 

 

 

Media Log          June 2010 

 

TV Broadcast 

6/8/10 

 
Fox News Channel- Another rig leaking oil into Gulf? 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eo7OrH9ga7g  

Environmental group, SkyTruth, spots 10-mile long oil slick 

 

 

6/24/10 

 
The Rachel Maddow Show- What could possibly go wrong? 

http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/26315908/#37913267  

SkyTruth map of Gulf oil/production rigs featured during segment discussing proposed ban on new 

drilling. 

 

 

6/30/10 

 
CNBC- America’s Crude Reality 

http://www.cnbc.com/id/37823004/  

Hosted by Melissa Francis with Senior Correspondent Scott Cohn. Features interview excerpts with 

John Amos and panel discussion with Dr. Ian MacDonald. 

 
 

 

Radio Programs 

 

6/9/10 

 
WBAI/ Pacifica News-  RK News- SkyTruth, John Amos 

Audio file 

 

 

6/16/10 

 
WJRN Newstalk 1400 in Racine WI. 

Interview with Pete Ferrand 

 

 



 

 

 

Print News/ Web Sites 

 

6/1/10 

 
The New York Times- Tracking the oil spill in the gulf 

http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2010/05/01/us/20100501-oil-spill-tracker.html?ref=us  

Tracker has been online and is updated regularly.  SkyTruth information is used to create this 

interactive map. 

 

The Encyclopedia of Earth- Deepwater Horizon oil spill 

http://www.eoearth.org/article/Deepwater_Horizon_oil_spill  

SkyTruth information used as resource for comprehensive article. 

 

 

 

6/2/10 

 
On Earth- What Next?  Where is the outrage over BP’s failures 

http://www.onearth.org/node/2200  

“Tom Hutchings, Southwings pilot, is out flying over the horrors of the Macondo site on a daily 

basis. John Amos and Skytruth are getting current satellite imagery and interpreting it so we have 

some overview of the progression. Don't listen to the people that have a vested interest in this issue, 

listen to those lonely voices with a penchant for the truth.” 

 

 

6/3/10 

 
Time.com- As oil plumes grow, fishing zones shrink 

http://www.time.com/time/nation/article/0,8599,1993661,00.html?xid=rss-

topstories#ixzz0ppd0oiUn  

“You can look at the satellite images of the pulsating surface oil slick — helpfully provided by the 

independent NGO SkyTruth if you don't quite buy BP's numbers any longer — which changes by the 

day.” 

 

 

6/4/10 

 
Offshore Oil Drilling- SkyTruth: Animation shows oil slicks moving eastward along Alabama, 

Florida coasts 

http://www.reefrelieffounders.com/drilling/2010/06/04/skytruth-animation-shows-oil-slicks-

moving-eastward-along-alabama-florida-coasts/  

Features entire 6/3/10 SkyTruth posting including image and animation 

 



 

 

 

 

6/7/10 

 
Mobile Register-  Another Gulf oil spill: Well near Deepwater Horizon has leaked since at 

least April 30 

http://blog.al.com/live/2010/06/another_gulf_oil_spill_well_ne.html  

“Skytruth first reported the leak on its website on May 15. Federal officials mentioned it in the May 

1 trajectory map for the Deepwater Horizon spill, stating that oil from the Ocean Saratoga spill 

might also be washing ashore in Louisiana.”  

 

Irregular Times-  Environmental information donation: SkyTruth 

http://irregulartimes.com/index.php/archives/2010/06/07/environmental-information-

donation-skytruth/  

“Every time someone buys one of our sweatshop-free t-shirts, we set aside a dollar to donate an 

organization carrying out liberal-minded activities for the greater good. This time around, we’re 

donating to SkyTruth, an non-profit organization that collects, develops and disseminates images 

that document the impact of human development on the Earth. Based in Shepherdstown, West 

Virginia,.. “ 

 

6/8/10 

 
The Huffington Post- Ocean Saratoga: Another oil spill in the Gulf? Coast Guard investigates 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2010/06/08/ocean-saratoga-another-oi_n_604812.html  

“…John Amos of West Virginia-based nonprofit SkyTruth, was the first to notice the spill, 

observing an oil slick eleven miles off the coast of Louisiana. “ 

 

CBS News.com- Expert: Spill rate likely higher than estimates 

http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2010/06/08/national/main6560662.shtml   

“…satellite imagery from the environmental group Skytruth.org shows what appears to be a 10 

mile slick emanating from the rig, owned by Diamond Offshore.” 

 

Before It’s News-  Envirowhackjobs on the loose? 

http://beforeitsnews.com/news/74/689/CAUTION:_Envirowhackjobs_On_The_Loose.html  

“Earlier we published speculation from satellite analytics group SkyTruth that there may be a 

second leak in the Gulf.” 

 

MSN.Money- Second oil leak in Gulf 

http://articles.moneycentral.msn.com/Investing/Dispatch/market-

dispatches.aspx?post=1767288&_blg=1,1767288  

“Earlier today, BusinessInsider said images gathered by Skytruth.org, which monitors 

environmental problems by using satellites, showed an oil plume originating from Diamond's Ocean 

Saratoga rig.” 



 

 

 

Silicon Investor- Another Gulf oil spill: Well near Deepwater Horizon has leaked 

http://siliconinvestor.advfn.com/readmsg.aspx?msgid=26599234  

“…10-mile-long slick emanating from the Ocean Saratoga is visible from space in multiple images 

gathered by Skytruth.org, which monitors environmental problems using satellites.” 

 

You Tube- SkyTruth: Another oil rig leaking into Gulf of Mexico 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NwPGst1m7QQ  

Features Fox News clip  

 

USA Today: On Deadline- Reports: Another Gulf rig has been leaking oil for 5 weeks 

http://content.usatoday.com/communities/ondeadline/post/2010/06/another-gulf-rig-has-been-

leaking-oil-for-5-weeks/1  

“The spill was first reported by SkyTruth, which said it accidentally discovered the separate slick 

while scrutinizing Deepwater Horizon images.” 

 

2417 Wall St- Rumor: Is there a second llleaking well in the Gulf? (DO, BP, RIG, NE, ATW, BHI) 

http://247wallst.com/2010/06/08/rumor-is-there-a-second-leaking-well-in-the-gulf-do-bp-rig-

ne-atw-bhi/  

Features SkyTruth photo array of Platform 23051 

 

The Atlantic.com- Two more Gulf spills? 

http://www.theatlantic.com/national/archive/2010/06/two-more-gulf-spills/57847/  

“Amos' group uses the images to assess environmental problems; he was among the first 

independent experts to point out that the spill estimates from BP and the government were far too 

low, which has now been confirmed.” 

 

Barron’s Stocks to Watch Today- Diamond Offshore drops: 2nd Gulf spill? 

http://blogs.barrons.com/stockstowatchtoday/2010/06/08/diamond-offshore-drops-2nd-gulf-

spill/  

“Alabama newspaper the Press Register late yesterday ran a piece by Ben Raines saying that an 

organization called Skytruth.org had seen evidence in satellite imagery that the Saratoga is leaking.” 

 

Newser.com- Older spill releasing ‘small amounts’ 

http://www.newser.com/story/91825/older-spill-releasing-small-amounts.html  

“Worries about a second spill have been percolating since Skytruth.org posted satellite images of an 

oil sheen southwest of the Deepwater Horizon site. The wells are controlled by Taylor Energy, 

which says the sheen is the result of cleanup work at the site that began long ago, reports AP” 

 

My Stateline.com- Report:  Speculation mounts about second Gulf oil leak 

http://mystateline.com/fulltext-news?nxd_id=168465  

 

WallStreet blips- A new source? Flyover 06.05.10 mov (video) 

http://wallstreetblips.dailyradar.com/video/a-new-source-flyover-06-05-10-mov/  

“Going on a tip from SkyTruth, world renowned photographer, Henry Fair, ….” 

 



 

 

Discovery News- Second oil spill in Gulf confirmed (so what?) 

http://news.discovery.com/earth/second-oil-spill-in-gulf-confirmed-so-what.html  

Analysis by Michael Reilly, features series of SkyTruth images concerning leak at Platform 23051  

 

 

 

6/9/10 

 
Ustream- Capitol Hill Ocean Week 2010 06/09/10 07:53AM 

http://www.ustream.tv/recorded/7542371  

John Amos segment begins at 36:10 and continues approx 18 minutes 

 

 

 

6/11/10 

 
CNN Tech- Reporting on the Gulf oil spill from your cell phone 

http://www.cnn.com/2010/TECH/mobile/06/11/oil.spil.app/index.html?hpt=T2  

“A similar project, which also was built using Ushahidi, is Skytruth's Oil Spill Tracker” 

 

TampaBay.com- We want the truth 

http://www.tampabay.com/opinion/editorials/we-want-the-truth/1101787  

Timeline synopsis published in St. Petersburg Times editorial 

 

 

 

6/12/10 

 
Gizmodo- The worst oil disaster in US history: How you can help 

http://www.gizmodo.com.au/2010/06/the-worst-oil-disaster-in-us-history-how-you-can-help/  

“Special thanks to John Amos and skytruth.org.” 

 

 

6/13/10 

 
Nola.com- Australian oil well blowout foreshadowed Gulf disaster 

http://www.nola.com/news/gulf-oil-spill/index.ssf/2010/06/australian_oil_well_blowout_fo.html  

Published in The Times-Picayune.  "There just wasn't enough time between investigating those 

lessons there, and applying those lessons here, to prevent something from happening," said Amos, 

who testified before Congress in November about Montara alongside a BP official in charge of 

exploration in the Gulf of Mexico, who said that offshore drilling is safe. “ 

 

 

6/14/10 



 

 

 
TransWorld Business- Surfrider discusses environmental & economic damage of Gulf Coast 

spill 

http://business.transworld.net/38560/features/surfrider-assesses-environmental-economic-

damage-of-gulf-coast-spill/  

“Working with SkyTruth.org, the Surfrider Foundation has been able to build a real-time map of 

beaches and coastline on their website, NotTheAnswer.org, where tarballs from the oil spill have 

washed ashore.” Also features SkyTruth.org and Surfrider Real-time Oil Spill Map.  

 

 

6/17/10 
 

un-naturalgas.org- Why natural gas is not the answer 

http://www.un-naturalgas.org/image_gallery.htm 

features SkyTruth photo of gas drilling landscape 

 

 

 

6/25/10 

 
Live Science- 7 iPhone apps that help save the planet 

http://www.livescience.com/technology/iPhone-apps-save-planet-earth-100625.html  

“This free app, put out by the non-profit environmental monitoring organization SkyTruth, lets you 

browse reports of oil sightings, distressed wildlife and oily odors in the air. Users can upload photos 

and send their own reports, which remain archived at oilspill.skytruth.org.” 

 

 

 

6/26/10 

 
Yahoo News-  7 iPhone apps that help save the planet 

http://news.yahoo.com/s/livescience/20100626/sc_livescience/7iphoneappsthathelpsavetheplan

et  

reprint of LiveScience article above 

 

 

 

6/30/10 

 
CNBC.com-  Deepwater oil risks greater than industry admitted 

http://www.cnbc.com/id/37998605  

“Former oil industry geologist John Amos has been warning it was only a matter of time before a 

disaster like this happened” (Scott Cohn) 

 



 

 

New Scientist- SkyTruth founder: Remote sensing for the people 

http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg20727676.600-skytruth-founder-remote-sensing-for-

the-people.html  

Interview with Jeff Hecht published both in print and online.  

 

Blogs 

 

 

6/4/10 

 
Humid Beings-  RT @SkyTruth: Check out new photos by @JHenryFair of BP #oilspill in Gulf- 

http://tinyurl.com/2wqwndo 

http://nola.humidbeings.com/profiles/status/100407  

 

 

6/6/10 

 
Earth Environment Underground- SkyTruth: Routine gulf monitoring- Here’s why we need it 

http://earthenvironmentunderground.com/2010/06/06/skytruth-routine-gulf-monitoring-heres-

why-we-need-it/  

Features 6/6 SkyTruth posting 

 

The Ed Schultz Show Message Board- Just how many Gulf oil wells are leaking… 

http://edschultz.invisionzone.com/index.php?showtopic=59284  

series of postings featuring SkyTruth blog  

 

 

6/7/10 

 
Humid Beings- RT @SkyTruth: BP   #oilspill: containment cap capturing 10k barrels/day-

hmmm, BP said for weeks that spill was 5k barrels day 

http://nola.humidbeings.com/profiles/status/101757  

 

Paola comenta- SkyTruth: Routine Gulf monitoring- Here’s why we need it. 

http://paolacomenta.wordpress.com/2010/06/07/skytruth-routine-gulf-monitoring-heres-why-

we-need-it/  

Features SkyTruth 6/6 posting. Blog author is Venezuelan. 

 

 

6/8/10 

 
News Watch: Energy- Questions surround Diamond Offshore rig leaking oil in Gulf 

http://blogs.chron.com/newswatchenergy/archives/2010/06/diamond_offshor.html  



 

 

Press-Register information with commentary by Tom Fowler 

 

Asian Energy- Another Gulf oil spill: Well near Deepwater Horizon has leaked since at least 

April 30 

http://asianenergy.blogspot.com/2010/06/another-gulf-oil-spill-well-near.html  

Reprint of Mobile Register 6/7 article 

 

Mother Jones (Blue Marble)- Two more Gulf spills? 

http://motherjones.com/blue-marble/2010/06/two-more-gulf-spills  

“Amos reported a "small but persistent leak or oily discharge" at a second site in the Gulf, one that 

appeared to be coming from platform 23051 in the Gulf of Mexico. It can be seen on multiple 

satellite images of the region. Minerals Management Service (MMS) records indicate that the 

platform belongs to Taylor Energy Company.” 

Features a series of SkyTruth images and photo by J Henry Fair 

 

Emerald Coast Pier Fishing.com- Fox News and SkyTruth 

http://emeraldcoastpierfishing.myfastforum.org/sutra58684.php  

Comment on second leak 

 

6/9/10 
Offshore Oil Drilling-  Mobile Register: Another Gulf oil spill: Well near Deepwater Horizon 

has leaked since at least April 30. 

http://www.reefrelieffounders.com/drilling/2010/06/09/mobile-register-an New other-gulf-oil-

spill-well-near-deepwater-horizon-has-leaked-since-at-least-april-30/  

Reprint of Mobile Press-Register article by Ben Raines 

 

Simplex Design- Diamond Offshore shares of the world’s largest US deepwater oil driller fell 

http://livesportsreviews.blogspot.com/2010/06/diamond-offshore-shares-of-worlds.html  

 

The Village Voice Blogs-  The other Gulf oil rig quietly spilling right now: explained and 

exposed 

http://blogs.villagevoice.com/runninscared/archives/2010/06/the_other_gulf.php  

Quotes Ben Raines’ Mobile Press-Register article, 6/7 

 

Muck Rack- RT @SkyTruth: Diamond Offshore confirms no oil leak coming from Ocean 

Saratoga rig. Read press release at http://tinyurl.com/398r9sg  

http://blogs.villagevoice.com/runninscared/archives/2010/06/the_other_gulf.php     

 

Humid Beings- RT @SkyTruth: Mother Jones article on possible second (and third?) leaks in 

Gulf not related to BP #oilspill- http://tinyurl.com/2b3xrj6 

http://nola.humidbeings.com/profiles/status/102701  

 

 

 

6/10/10 



 

 

SkyTruth Blog- Platform 23051 vs. Ocean Saratoga Rig- Not the same 

thing 
http://blog.skytruth.org/  

Clarification of misinformation in the media concerning the possibility of a 

small, but persistent leak at Platform 23051 vs. Ocean Saratoga which is 

working to plug a well damaged by Hurricane Ivan in 2004. 

 

6/20/10 
News and Society Article Flash- Scientists say BP oil leak estimates barely scratch the surface 

http://newstalk.daturic.com/scientists-say-bp-oil-leak-estimates-barely-scratch-the-surface/  

 

 

6/30/10 
CNBC Guest Blog- MacDonald: Damage from Gulf disaster will last a lifetime 

http://www.cnbc.com/id/37999266  

Ian R. MacDonald, Ph.D. “I write these words not in despair, but in the hope that a lesson will be 

learned. We derive great benefits from healthy ecosystems, but mostly we don’t pay for these 

benefits.“ 

 

International 

 

6/14/10 
Canada 

AOL Video- Skytruth: Another oil rig leaking into Gulf of Mexico 

http://video.aol.ca/video-detail/skytruth-another-oil-rig-leaking-into-gulf-of-mexico-bp-workers-

only-working-15-minshour/688655161/?icid=VIDURVNWS04  

6/8 Fox News segment  

 

 
 

 


